
Recommendation Number 9 
 
Concern: Enhancement of ongoing active public awareness campaign by both the City of Sanibel and the Sanibel Bicycle 
Club.  
 
Recommendation: We recommend that the City continue and enhance the targeted enforcement campaign aimed at 
educating the public – both motorists and cyclists – with bicycle renters/resorts, police, Chamber of Commerce, the 
Sanibel Bicycle Club, Sanibel Causeway toll booth employees, hotel/resort owners and staff, as well as any other groups 
that can assist in educating the public in safe bicycling and motoring habits in an island city. One excellent resource is the 
video presentation prepared by the Sanibel Bicycle Club. That video may be accessed on the Internet at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ClTdJ6m9yo  
 
This educational effort should continue to include helmet, ear bud/earphone/cell phone education along with proper 
signaling behavior for bicyclists. For motorists, reminders to keep an eye out for pedestrians and bicyclists, along with 
the possibility of some sort of reward program for being caught “being safe,” e.g., stopping to let pedestrians cross a 
street in a marked crosswalk, walking a bicycle along a crowded length of pathway, etc. Signs along the shared use path 
reminding cyclists to yield to pedestrians (see figures below) could also be considered, keeping in mind the desire to 
keep “sign pollution” to a minimum.  
 
In addition to vacationing and other slower-speed recreational bicyclists, we observed a number of higher-speed (in 
excess of ten miles per hour) cyclists using the pathways. The crash reports we were provided include at least one crash 
involving a high-speed cyclist that occurred on the pathway. The consequences of a high-speed crash on the pathways 
between bicyclists or bicyclists and pedestrians could be deadly. It has been our experience that high-speed cyclists are 
more comfortable on the roadway. Part of the continuing education effort should be to remind motorists that cyclists, 
regardless of speed, are entitled to use the roadway and motorists must share the road allowing at least three feet 
between vehicles and bicycles when passing. 
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